Workshop on “Advances in market Design”  
June 04, 2014  
CIUP, Maison de la Norvége – 7 N, bd Jourdan 75014 Paris

We ask participants to register at the following URL before May 16, 2014  
[https://adobeformscentral.com/?f=VHrnPEOrZQ2oBHbtZyInA](https://adobeformscentral.com/?f=VHrnPEOrZQ2oBHbtZyInA)

If you experience any difficulties, please contact Violaine Tordeux: violaine.tordeux@ens.fr

08:45 – 09:00  Welcome (Breakfast)

09:00 - 10:00  Norovsambuu Tumennasan (Aarhus U)  
“Dynamic Matching in Large Markets”  
joint with John Kennes and Daniel Monte.

10:00 - 11:00  Shayan Oveis Gharan (Berkeley)  
“Dynamic Matching Market Design”  
joint with Mohammad Akbarpour and Shengwu Li

Coffee Break

11:30 - 12:30  Anna Bogomolnaia (Glasgow)  
“Size vs Fairness in the Assignment Problem”  
joint with Hervé Moulin

Lunch

14:00 - 15:00  Itai Ashlagi (MIT)  
“Unbalanced Random Matching Markets: the Stark Effect of Competition”  
joint with Yash Kanoria and Jakub Leshno

15:00 - 16:00  Yeon-Koo Che (Columbia):  
“Efficiency and Stability in Large Matching Markets”  
joint with Olivier Tercieux

Coffee Break

16:30 - 17:30:  Konrad Menzel (NYU):  
“Large Matching Markets as Two-Sided Matching Systems”